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Mossbauer studies of the ubiquitous protein molecule ferritin and its synthetic "biomimic" polysaccharide iron complex (pIC) exhibit an anomaly in the Mossbauer spectrum
wherein the recoil free fraction orf-factor has a sharp drop with respect to temperature as the
temperature rises above 30 K for mammalian ferritin and 60 K for PIC. The anomaly coincides with the disappearance ofhyperfme splitting, which is due to superparamagnetic relaxation above the blocking temperature. Different absorbers were used to experimentally
investigate the effect of absorber thickness on the Mossbauer spectrum. The anomaly persists
for thin absorbers. Also, spectra treated with FFr procedures to eliminate the thickness effect
still exhibit this anomaly. Motion of the core with respect to the protein shell was also eliminated as a possible source for this phenomenon, by comparing the Debye temperature obtained
from the temperature dependence of the I-factor and the isomer shift. A comparison of the
magnetic anisotropy constants from magnetization studies with those obtained by relating the
hyperfme field H of the Mossbauer spectra to the fluctuations of the magnetization imply
that the ferritin and PIC molecules possess magnetic anisotropy energy which may not be
strictly uniaxial. This, we believe, may be intimately connected with the mechanism causing the
f-factor anomaly.

1. Ferritin
Ferritin is an ubiquitous protein widespread among plants, animals, and in several bacteria, which is designed to store and maintain iron in an available, nontoxic form [1-3]. In all forms, the molecule consists of a hydrous ferric oxide core
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sequestered in a roughly spheroidal, 120 A diameter protein shell. The protein
shell, called "apoferritin", is composed of 24 nearly identical sub-units of molecular weight ,,~ 20000 daltons, which are arranged to isolate the iron containing core
from the cellular environment. Six hydrophilic and eight hydrophobic channels
provide access to the protein interior, persumably for electrons, protons, and iron
ions, as well as other small ions.
The mammalian ferritin iron core is a hydrous ferric oxide phosphate with nominal formula (FeOOH)8(FeO.H2PO4), a structure similar to the polycrystalline
mineral ferrihydrite. It contains Fe 3+ ions octahedrally coordinated to oxygen, i.e.
six-fold oxygen coordination, in a crystalline array, and oxygens are hexagonaUy
close packed [4]. Phosphate occurs in disordered regions of the core, possibly at the
chain ends of the iron polymer and/or at the junction of crystallites with each other
or with the protein surface. The core can store up to a maximum of 4500 iron
atoms (ions) [5]. When saturated with iron, the core has a diameter of about 80 A
[5] which is the inner cavity dimension of the protein shell. The entire ferritin molecule has a molecular weight of about 700000 daltons. The function of the ferritin
molecule has been shown [6] to store iron in an available non-toxic form in the various biological organisms in which it is found. However, despite recent advances
[7-11] the exact structure of the iron mineral core, as well as a definite method by
which the ferritin molecule fulfills its function, are still elusive.

2. L a m b - M 6 s s b a u e r f - f a c t o r (M6ssbauer fraction) anomaly in ferritin
M6ssbauer spectra of the ferritin molecule have been shown [12] to consist of a
magnetic hyperfine six line spectrum at low temperatures, which tends to an electric quadrupole doublet at higher temperatures. At the Francis Bitter National
Magnet Laboratory at MIT, the Lamb-M6ssbauer f-factor was obtained for a
wide range of temperatures: T = 4.2-300 K. Fig. 1 shows the f-factor normalized
to 4.2 K data for the naturally occurring mammalian ferric ferritin. A description
of this sample has already been given elsewhere [13]. All published work on ferritin
known to us treated the f-factor or temperature dependence for T >/80 K, where
only paramagnetic (i.e. quadrupole split) spectra were observed. One obtains a
smooth dependence with the spectral area (f-factor) saturating at ,-~ 100 K. The
reason for this is that according to the Debye theory [14] the f-factor is expected to
approach a plateau at low temperatures. For ferritin, the plateau was assumed to
have been reached at T = 80 K. Thus, it was assumed that f ( T = 80 K)
f ( T = 0 K). When measurements were extended to lower temperatures, hyperfine
structure appears, as expected for such superparamagnetic molecules. In addition, however, we found that the f-factor shows a further apparent anomalous
i n c r e a s e with decreasing temperatures around the blocking temperature of mare-
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Fig. 1. Total MSssbauer area of ferric ferritin normalized to the 4.2 K data.

malian ferritin TB -- 37 K, which is the temperature at which the spectral area of
the hyperfine sextet and the quadrupole doublet become equal.
3. Polysaccharide iron complex (PIC)
PIC is a synthetic complex of ferric iron and carbohydrate marketed under the
name Niferex as an oral hematinic by Central Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (Seymour,
Indiana). It is reported to be effective in the treatment of iron deficiency anemia
[15]. PIC is reported [16--19] to be spheroidal in shape with an 48% iron content,
coated with carbohydrate material, and with an average core diameter less than the
maximum core diameter (80 A) of mammalian ferritin. PIC is synthesized on an
industrial scale by Central Pharmaceuticals, Inc. essentially by a patented procedure [18] which is described in detail elsewhere [16]. Berg [16] has presented evidence from Mfssbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction, which are fast
(response time ~<10-7) short-range probing techniques, that the iron core in PIC is
similar to ferrihydrite and ferritin. This has been confirmed by [20] the use of
long-range order probing techniques, such as magnetization measurements to
investigate and compare the magnetic properties of PIC and ferritin. These properties indicated that PIC has a greater blocking temperature TB than that of mammalian ferritin. Based on the above, as well as its ease of handling and synthesis and
its stability over a wider range of temperatures, we used the synthetic polysaccharide iron complex molecule as a useful "biomimic" model with which to compare
the anomaly occurring in ferritin, and more importantly, to investigate whether the
simultaneous appearance of hyperfine structure near the blocking temperature
with the anomalous increase of thef-factor is coincidental or related.

4. Experiment
M6ssbauer measurements were made at the Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory at M I T PIC was used to produce five M6ssbauer absorbers containing
10 mg P I C / c m 2, 20 mg P I C / c m 2, 35 mg P I C / c m 2, 50 mg P I C / c m 2, 75 mg P I C /
cm 2, and 100 mg P I C / c m 2. Each absorber was mixed with boron nitride and
pressed to uniform thickness. The absorbers were sealed and mounted into a super
vary temp liquid helium cryostat which provided a controlled absorber temperature from T = 4.2 to 295 K.
The absorber was in an exchange gas environment, and the temperature was controlled by a feedback system. Our configuration was a conventional one, where
the source was a ,,~ 50 mCi S7Co (Rh) (New England Nuclear) which was maintained at room temperature. The spectra were calibrated using the M6ssbauer spectrum of an iron foil at room temperature.
Data was analyzed by least squares using a fitting routine on a V A X (5000 series) computer at the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory. The program
used for data analysis was originally written by Varret and Teillet [21]. The program could fit the observed data to a calculated broad distribution of magnetic
hyperfine fields, as well as to a broad distribution of quadrupole splitting electric
field gradients at the 57Fe nucleus. We note that all individual lines in these procedures were assumed to have Lorentzian line shape.
For this program, for each absorber, the spectral line width was fixed at a value
that gave the best fit for all temperatures. The total intensity, which is the sum of
the individual line intensities, was allowed to vary and the isomer shift (IS) was also
allowed to vary. For the sextet distributions, the quadrupole splitting (QS) was
also allowed to vary. The output of this program is the determined values of the varied parameters, plus a probability distribution for the magnetic hyperfine or quadrupole splitting distributions which best fits the experimental data. This program
calculated the area under the spectrum for the raw data and from the fit. The two
were usually very close (to within ~<0.01%). It also calculated the relative peak
areas for each sextet a n d / o r doublet component: Ps, PQ, respectively. Another simple program was used to calculate the raw area under the spectrum as well as the
normalized area under the spectrum: )--~13[(N(oo) - N i ( v ) ) / N ( o o ) ] , where N ( v ) is
the number of counts (per channel) at velocity v and N(oo) is the number of counts
(per channel) at velocities far away from the resonant velocities, i.e. in the wings
of the spectra. In addition, it determined individual line intensities from the raw
data. The raw area under the spectrum obtained from this program was checked
with that of the fitting program. However, the normalized area and line intensities
were used in the absorber thickness effect analysis. Errors in the areas were computed from the raw data error in the number of counts per channel per spectrum,
determined by a statistical routine in the program that formats the transferred raw
data from the M6ssbauer spectrometer.

5. Results
5. l. C O N F I R M A T I O N OF THE LAMB--MOSSBAUER f - F A C T O R A N O M A L Y IN PIC

Based on the previously mentioned arguments indicating the similarity of PIC
and ferritin [16,20], we examined the possibility that the f - f a c t o r anomaly observed
in mammalian ferritin might also be exhibited by the PIC molecule, by initially
measuring the M6ssbauer spectra of a 35 mg P I C / c m 2 absorber for T = 4.2 K to
T = 295 K. The area under the spectra was evaluated using the above mentioned
programs. In fig. 2, the normalized area to the 4.2 K data is plotted versus temperature. The anomalous f - f a c t o r below 100 K is evident and coincides with PIC's
(higher) blocking temperature TB = 63 K just as observed in mammalian ferritin.
5.1.1. Absorber thickness as a possible anomaly source
In general, M6ssbauer spectra are occasionally affected by an "absorber thickness" effect. This effect is due to the fact that the spectrum of T-rays incident on a
given nucleus in the interior of the absorber has been modified by the non-uniform
absorption of?-rays by the nuclei that are in front of the given nucleus. The absorption spectrum for a given spectral line is then not a Lorentzian. The question we
first confronted was whether the thickness effect was responsible for the apparent
anomaly. We used two approaches: first, we studied a series of samples having varied thickness and extrapolated our results down to zero thickness. Second, we
used a deconvolution procedure to remove the thickness effect from our data.
In a M6ssbauer effect (ME) experiment, the counting rate N ( v ) of),-rays transmitted through the absorber is measured as a function of the velocity v of the source
with respect to the absorber. At sufficiently high velocities no resonant absorption
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Fig. 2.f-factor for the 10, 35, 75, and 100 mg/cm 2 PIC absorbers versus temperature.

takes place, and if we let V = E0(1 + v/c), where E0 is the energy at which maxim u m absorption occurs, and c is the speed of light, hence for large V,
N(V)---~ N(c~) = NB + N v ,

(1)

where NB is the counting rate due to background radiation and Nv that of the
,/-rays of the M E transition. At lower velocities N(V) can be written as
N ( V ) = N(oo) - e(V)Nv,

(2)

where e(V) is the fraction of N r which is absorbed recoil free at velocity v (i.e. at
energy I0. This fraction can be expressed as
e(V) =fs

S(E - V){1 - exp[-ta~r(E)]} d E ,

(3)

where fs is the recoilless fraction, i.e. f - f a c t o r [14] of the source. S(E - V) is the
Lorentzian distribution of the gamma rays emitted by the source, where only
gamma ray decay processes are considered,
1
/'n
S ( E - V) = 2---~(E - V) 2 + ( 89 2"

(4)

S ( E - V) is normalized to unity, while Fn = the natural gamma line width =
4.67 • 10 -9 eV ( = 0.0973 ram/s), ar(E) is the resonance absorption cross section
given by

r(e) = r ~

( 89 2

(5)

ra ( e - E0) 2 + ( 89 2'
w h e r e / ' a is the total width of the absorption line. The dimensionless quantity ta is
defined as
ta = nafa~r0,

(6)

where na is the number of ME atoms (57Fe) per unit area, a0 is the maximum resonant cross section = ~2/2rr(2Ic + 89 + 1) = 2.363 x 10-18 cm 2, where I~ and Ig are
the nuclear spins of the excited state and the ground state, respectively, and
= wavelength of the gamma radiation, whilefa is the recoilless fraction (f-factor)
of the absorber.
The area A of the M6ssbauer spectrum can be estimated as
N(oo) U.__N(V)
a

=

N(oo)

-

NB

N(oo) - N(m)
-

'

(7)

where N(m) is the number of counts in channel m (corresponding to the velocity
v) of the multichannel analyzer. Hence using eqs. (1) and (2), one can write the following theoretical expression for A:

A =

OG

f

e(V) d V =fsFl(ta) 9

(8)

oo

Fl (ta) is called the "absorption area function" and can be evaluated by inserting
for e(V) the integralofeq. (3).Changing the order of integrations,one obtains
F1 (ta)

=

F

{1

--

exp[-taCrr(E)]} dE,

(9a)

CO

where it is clear the absorption area is dependent on the absorber thickness, ta, the
absorber recoilless fraction,fa, and its resonant cross-section, at.
We note that the practice in the literature of obtaining thef-factorfa(T) of an
absorber and its temperature dependence from the absorption area A(T) under the
M6ssbauer spectra normalized to a particular temperature To, e.g. A(T)/A(To),
is based on the assumption that A (T) is proportional to the recoilless fraction of the
absorber fa(T) and that the temperature dependence of A(T) is the same as that
offa (T). However, this is true only if the absorber thickness is small, and hence this
would give in essence a relative recoilless fractionfa (T).
At low temperatures, in the presence of unpaired electronic spin, the M6ssbauer
nucleus experiences a magnetic hyperfine field which splits the ground and excited
nuclear spin states, thus providing six allowable transitions between the excited
and ground states, each with a different relative transition probability and hence
different resonant cross section. This splitting is reflected in the six lines of the
M6ssbauer spectrum and their areas. Still, the total resonant cross-section and the
total area of the M6ssbauer spectrum remain conserved.
It is important to note that such single line components, which reflect these six
transitions with differing relative transition probabilities and resonant cross section, will show a difference in their saturation behavior (i.e. at infinite absorber
thickness). This difference of saturation behavior will cause an apparent accentuation of the nominally weaker (hyperfine) components with increasing cross section, i.e. with increasing absorber thickness and/or with increasing recoilless
fraction (decreasing temperature). This is illustrated by the calculated curves in
fig. 3.7 on p. 71 ofref. [22], which shows the changes in the relative absorption area
of two hyperfine lines caused by saturation effects with change in recoilless fraction and with change in absorber thickness. This demonstrates the overlapping
effects of the absorber thickness and the recoilless fraction (f-factor) on the spectral absorption area. Fig. 3 shows this well known [14,22,23] dependence of the
total resonance absorption area of a single line on the recoilless fraction,fa and the
absorber thickness, ta. From the behavior of the M6ssbauer absorption area in
fig. 3 it is evident that at low temperatures or large f-factor values, the effect of the
thickness in increasing the spectral absorption area is strong, while at high temperatures or small values of thef-factor the effect of the thickness in increasing the spectral absorption is weak.
The thickness effect is essentially a reduction in the absorption of y-rays from
the linear dependence with respect to thickness that would otherwise obtain. The
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the M6ssbaner spectrum resonance absorption area onf~: recoilless absorption fraction, and 4: absorption thickness.

reduction is greater the greater the degree of absorption otherwise present. As a
consequence, for example, the thickness effect gives rise to a broadening of a given
spectral line. Now, as the temperature increases, the Debye-Waller factor
decreases. The lower the intrinsic absorption, the smaller will be the effect of the
thickness effect. Hence, for a given temperature independent spectralline, the thickness effect will result in a slower drop in the observed absorption as a function of
temperature. Thus, the thickness effect should weaken any anomaly of the sort we
have observed, let alone produce it! However, in our case, the intrinsic spectrum is
temperature dependent and in fact collapses from a sextet to a doublet as the temperature increases. The concentration of absorption over a smaller frequency range
results in an increase in the thickness effect and hence a sharper drop of the total
absorption with respect to increasing temperature. Thus it is that the thickness
effect might account for the observed anomaly.
This conclusion may not be immediately apparent if one considers a more
detailed inspection of the absorption area function (see eq. (9a)) and neglects to
take the temperature dependence of the shape of or(E) into consideration. In order
to understand better the above argument, let us begin by considering a spectrum
that consists of a single line whose width is temperature independent. The integral
in eq. (9a) can be solved analytically [14,22,23],
Fl(ta) = ~ 89 exp(- 89

+ Ii( 89

(9b)

where I,(z) are the modified Bessel functions of order n. Calculating the ratio of
M6ssbauer absorption areas A(T)/A(To), where To ~ 0 K, one finds that this
ratio, the apparent "normalized'f-factor, increases with increasing absorber thickness. This implies the exact opposite of the above conclusion. In other words,
in the case of a single Lorentzian, for large absorber thickness, the normalized
f-factor is larger than for thin absorbers at constant temperature. This effect
would negate the anomalous drop we observe in t h e f ( T ) curves of our samples,

and would automatically exclude the absorber thickness effect as a possible source
of the anomaly.
However, let us consider a spectrum that is split into n lines, each with width
Fa. The absorption cross section is given by

r

=~

fli( 89

(9c)

i=1 ( E -- Ei) 2 + (IFa)2 '

where n = 2 or 6 in the case of quadrupole or magnetic hyperfine splitting respectively, Ei is the energy of the ith absorption line, and fli (~i~=1fli = 1) represents its
partial strength. For simplicity, let us assume that the lines do not overlap. Each
line m a y then be treated separately [14,22,23] provided one allocates the absorber
an effective reduced thickness tai = flita for each line. Hence the absorption area
function for the ith line becomes:
F1 (~ita) = ~( 89

exp(- 89189

+ 11( 89

9

(9d)

The value of F1 (tai) for each line increases since less saturation occurs [14,22,23].
Considering the M6ssbauer spectra of our sample, which consist of a wide six-line
hyperfine split spectrum with (/:1 - V6 ~ 15 m m / s ) at low temperatures, that
tends to a narrow two-line quadrupole split spectrum with (V1 - V2 ~ 0.6 ram/s)
at high temperatures, we find that the ratio of M6ssbauer absorption areas for such
spectra take the form

a(r)
A(To)

ET= A (T)
~']~i6=lAi(To)

Assuming ta = tfa (see eq. (6)) and using eq. (9d) to calculate such a ratio, we get

[A( T) /A( To)]t_+o = A ( T) /A( To) and
[A(T)]
1/2
= kf

(To),/

Hence we have

[A(r)/A(rol]t>>l = (fa(ro)~l/2 ~-]~,'=1~
[A(T)/A(To)],_,o \L(T) /

(9e)

"

Choosing To = 4.2 K, T = 150 K and OD = 248 K, which are the temperatures
at which our spectrum is a pure sextet, pure doublet so that (n = 2) and the Debye
temperature of PIC, respectively, and using the Debye function [14] to calculate
fa(4.2 K) andfa(150 K)), the first factor on the RHS ofeq. (9e) is 1.12 and all that
would be present in the case of a single line; the second factor is 0.58 and reflects
the collapse from the six-line to the two-line spectrum. The product is 0.65. This
implies that in the case of splitting with the above conditions, the apparent f-factor
f ( T) decreases with increasing absorber thickness, which validates our original conclusion that at constant temperature,for large absorber thickness the apparent nor-

realized f-factor is reduced from that for thin absorbers. Hence, one can conclude
that there are two competing effects that result from the thickness effect: the drop
in the f-factor with increasing temperature weakens the anomaly, while the collapse of the spectrum with increasing temperature, due to superparamagnetism,
enhances it. We cannot tell in advance which of these two effects will dominate.
Therefore, it is evident that the absorber thickness effect must be taken into consideration.
The first experimental step in dealing with absorber thickness was to measure
M6ssbauer spectra for absorbers with varying thicknesses over the 4.2-300 K temperature range. This was done for PIC absorbers containing 10 mg P I C / c m 2,
20 mg P I C / c m 2, 50 mg P I C / c m 2, 75 mg P I C / c m 2, and 100 mg P I C / c m 2, in addition to the initial 35 mg PIC/crn 2 absorber. When the absorption area for all absorbers and temperature was calculated and plotted (see fig. 2), we found, on the one
hand, that there is an absorber thickness effect which seems to approach saturation
for the thickest (75 and 100 mg) samples: the anomalous drop of the normalized
area increases with thickness. On the other hand, the anomalous drop in the spectral area persists for the thinnest absorber. This is shown in fig. 2, where the normalized spectral area for the 10, 35, 75, and 100 mg absorbers are plotted versus
temperature.
5.1.2. Deconvolution of the effects of the M6ssbauer absorber's thickness
Various procedures [24-26] to correct for this effect have been given. However,
they require assumptions about the source and absorber characteristics. The technique of Ure and Flinn [27] requires no assumptions about either source or absorber characteristics. The final result of this method is a spectrum which would be
obtained from an ideally thin sample (absorber) and an ideally monochromatic
source. Hence, it is the method of our choice.
We must note here, that in Mfssbauer experiments with normalized spectra
one does not determine directly the quantity [N(or N(V)/N(cr
which we
have used to determine the spectral area, but rather the quantity
[e(V) = (N(er - N(V))/(N(cr - Nn)]. Therefore, an accurate determination of
the spectral area will involve a correction for the background radiation counting
rate to the M6ssbauer spectra. Many M6ssbauer spectroscopists use the former
quantity when only the relative variation of the f-factor or spectral area with temperature is desired. Thus, this background corrected M6ssbauer spectrum is the
one implied but not actually represented by most published spectra. However, the
information desired from such a M6ssbauer spectrum is err(E), the resonant
absorption cross-section from which one can determine the most accurate spectral
area.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the original normalized M6ssbauer transmission spectra
and the deconvoluted spectra for the PIC 75 rag/era 2 and 10 rag/era 2 absorbers at
temperatures T = 60 and 85 K as a sample of all the absorber and various temperature spectra. The overextension of the right doublet line in fig. 5b is due to effects
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of the deviation (extreme scatter) of a couple of experimental spectral points on
the Fourier transform, since in that region (the minima) the density of experimental
points is not as high as in other regions of the spectrum. However, the deviant
extension the effect of the doublet line on the spectral area is negligible.
The area of the absorption spectra for all PIC absorbers and all temperatures
was evaluated from their deconvoluted spectra. All the corrected areas of all the
absorbers fall within the range of experimental error of the 35 m g / c m 2 absorber
data. Hence, the"corrected" area, normalized to the T = 4.2 K value of the deconvoluted absorption spectrum of the 35 m g / c m 2 PIC absorber, is plotted and
shown in fig. 6 as a function of temperature. The solid curve in the figure represents
a fit of the data of the Debye function (see section 6). It is clear that portions of
the curve lie outside the error bars in the temperature range, 60-150 K. As is evident from fig. 6, the anomaly still persists after treatment and removal of the absorber thickness effects, which indicates that the source of the anomaly is not the
absorber thickness.
5.2. THEORETICAL FIT OF THE MOSSBAUER SPECTRA OF PIC
As indicated above, M6ssbauer spectra were measured at eleven temperatures
between 4.2 and 295 K. The results of the absorber thickness effect analysis did not
produce any appreciable change in going to the "thin" samples: ta < 3 which is
equivalent to the M6ssbauer spectra of the 10 m g / c m 2 absorber. The parameters
from the fit of the M6ssbauer spectra of the 10 m g / c m 2 absorber are tabulated in
table 1. At low temperatures, theoretical spectra were least-squares fitted to the
experimental M6ssbauer spectra (see fig. 6) with a combination of a distribution of
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Fig. 6. The f-factor as a function of temperature for PIC. (O) represent the f-factor of the 35 mg/
cm2 PIC absorber, corrected for thickness effectsversus temperature. The solid curve is a fit to experiment of thef-factor that is obtained from the Debye theory (eq. (22)).

Table 1
Parameters of the theoretical spectra required to fit the 10 mg/cm 2 PIC M6ssbauer spectra at different temperatures.
T (K)

4.2
20
40
60
85

Isomer
shift
(mm/s)

0.45 4- .008
0.45 + .007
0.443 4- .007
0.435 q- .008
0.43 4- .008

100

0.42 -I- .008

125

0.41 4-.01

150

0.392 -t- .009

200

0.36 4- .008

250

0.33 4- .009

295

0.301 -I- .008

SEXTET

DOUBLET

hyperfine
field (kOe)

relative
area (%)

490 a
451 a
400 a
350 a
320
260
160

100
89
76
55
12
8
8

quadrupole
interaction
2e (ram/s)

quadrupole
splitting
(nun/s)

relative
area (%)

--0.09
--0.09
--0.07
--0.02

0.90
0.89
0.87
0.84

11
24
45
72

0.90
0.74
0.65
0.89
0.73
0.62
0.90
0.72
0.60
0.91
0.73
0.59
0.92
0.72
0.57
0.72 b

28
51
21
28
52
20
21
54
25
16
62
22
18
59
23

" Maximum of a distribution ofhyperfine fields, see figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c.
b Maximum of a distribution of QS, see fig. 9d.
sextets a n d a doublet. T h e percent o f e a c h c o n t r i b u t e d s p e c t r u m , i.e. the sextet dist r i b u t i o n a n d the doublet, is given in table 1. O u r fitting p r o g r a m s were o f t w o
types: T y p e (A) fits the spectra with a finite n u m b e r o f m a g n e t i c h y p e r f i n e fields,
q u a d r u p o l e splitting electric field gradients, or both. T h e o t h e r type (B) fits the
s p e c t r a with a b r o a d distribution o f hyperfine fields (with or w i t h o u t a q u a d r u pole), or a b r o a d distribution o f q u a d r u p o l e s . T h e spectra at low t e m p e r a t u r e s are
o b v i o u s l y (fig. 7) b r o a d e n e d sextuplets with a s y m m e t r i c lines due to a d i s t r i b u t i o n
o f h y p e r f i n e fields, which is v a l i d a t e d b y the g o o d fits we achieved using a distribution o f sextets. T h e spectra at i n t e r m e d i a t e t e m p e r a t u r e s can be fitted b y a smaller
n u m b e r o f sextets t h a n the l o w - t e m p e r a t u r e spectra. A t T = 85 K, the fit was
achieved with three sextets a n d one doublet, however, for higher t e m p e r a t u r e s the
use o f three doublets gave the best fit, see fig. 8. T h e c o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m the d o u b l e t
increases with t e m p e r a t u r e as expected f r o m a distribution o f small particle sizes.
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Fig. 7. Least-squares fit of the original normalized 10 mg/cm 2 PIC Mfssbauer spectra at (a)
T = 4.2 K; (b) T = 40 K; (c) T = 60 K. The deconvoluted and original M6ssbauer spectra for the
10 mg/era 2 PIC absorber showed little appreciable difference.
The probability distribution, P ( H ) , o f the hyperfine fields for the temperatures
T = 4.2, 20 and 40 K is s h o w n in figs. 9a, 9b and 9c. All exhibit sharp maxima.
S o m e oscillations with occasional negative contributions to P ( H ) appear in fig. 9.
These are o f n o physical consequence and usually result from the limit i m p o s e d o n
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10 mg/cm 2 PIC absorber showed little appreciable difference.

the distribution increment and f r o m statistical fluctuations in the e x p e r i m e n t a l
data. On the low side of the maxima in figs. 9a-9c the s l o p e s are l e s s s t e e p t h a n o n
the high side. For T = 295 K, a distribution of P(Q) of these doublets is shown in
fig. 9d. The quadrupolr splitting of the doublet appears to vary with t e m p e r a t u r e
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over the lower temperature range, due to relaxation processes, as will be elucidated
in the following section. However, over the remaining temperature range, the quadrupole splitting is relatively constant, as expected. In fact, we expect the T = 200
and 250 K spectra (figs. 8a and 8b), which were fitted with a type (A) fitting program, to yield a similar distribution and peak value to that obtained for the
T = 295 K spectra (fig. 8c), if fitted with a type (B) program, which the T = 295 K
spectra was fitted with. In the case of a combined magnetic and quadrupole interaction where the quadrupole interaction is much weaker than the magnetic one (i.e.
at l o w / 3 , the quadrupole interaction can be treated as a small perturbation to the
magnetic interaction. Hence, all the magnetic hyperfine field lines are shifted by a
quantity [14]
le2qQ(3 cos 2 ~, - 1 + ~ sin 2 ~, cos 2~b),

(10)

where e is the charge of the proton, eQ is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment,
eq is the maximum value of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor along its principal axis at the M6ssbauer nucleus and ~band ~ are polar angles describing the often-

tation of the principal axis of the EFG with respect to the magnetic hyperfine field
direction. If the asymmetry parameter r/(0~<rT~<1) is equal to zero, which we
expect it to be for the EFG at the nucleus of the high spin (S = 5/2) Fe 3+ ion in PIC
and ferritin, then the above quantity is simplified. Then, the difference between
the sixth and fifth lines and that of the second and first lines of the sextet yields the
quadrupolc interaction 2e--(e2Q/2)(3cos 2 ~ u - 1 ) / 2 in this low temperature
range, which is different from the observed quadrupole splitting at highe r temperatures: QS = e2Q/2 (i.e. QS = e2qQ/2(c/Eo) (mm/s), E0 = 14.4 keV). Our results
yield an average value of 58 ~ for ~v.
The isomer shift varies with temperature (see table 1) due to the second-order
Doppler shift and corresponds to high-spin Fe 3+ [14]. Using the definition of the
blocking temperature TB as the temperature at which the sextet and doublet contributions to the Mrssbauer spectra are equal, we find TB = 63 K for PIC. The blocking temperature for human ferritin derived similarly from Mrssbauer spectra is
TB = 40 K [5], while that for horse spleen ferritin has been reported as TB = 37 K
[6], and has been shown, recently, to vary with the degree of iron loading [28].
The fits that we obtained with the Mrssbauer spectra were good. A plot of the
fractional residuals for all spectra and temperatures versus velocity (ram/s) produced featureless scatter plots, which is the best graphical way of showing goodness
of fit. In figs. 10a and 10b examples of such plots for the Mrssbauer spectra of the
10 mg/s 2 absorber at T = 4.2 K and T = 125 K are shown 9It is clear from the figures that the residuals are not on one side of the zero-line in any resonant frequency
or velocity vicinity, but rather are featurelessly scattered about the zero-line and
throughout the range of velocities.

5.2.1. Correlation between hyperfine interactions andparticle sizes
For particles with volumes V and uniaxial symmetry, the magnetic crystalline
energy is given by E(O) = K V sinEO, where 0 is the angle between the magnetiza(a)
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tion vector M and the easy direction A of magnetization and K is the anisotropy
constant. The usual model of superparamagnetism describes the relaxation process
in terms of transitions between the two states; 0 =- 0 and 0 = n [29,30]. However,
this model failed to explain the asymmetric line broadening occurring far below the
blocking temperature. Morup et al. [31,32] introduced collective magnetic excitations which result in fluctuations of the magnetization M, and hence the hyperfine
field H, around the easy direction A so that for a particle size V and at temperature
T, a nucleus will experience a thermally averaged field given by

H(V, T) = H(oo, r)< cos O>r,

(11)

where < cos O)r is expressed through
< cos O)r = f~~ e x p - [E(O)/Ks T] cos 0 sin 0 dO
exp-[e(0)/KBTq sin OdO

(12)

Williams et al. [33] extended Morup's model to cases including both hyperfine field
and quadrupole interaction fluctuations, where he considered a frame of reference
in which the easy direction of magnetization A is along the z-axis, the principal
axis of the electric field gradient EFG is in the yz-plane, the projection of H on to
the xy-plane is at an angle ~bwith respect to the x-axis and the angle between H and
EFG is ~,, while 0 is the angle between H and A.
At very low temperatures, if the quadrupole interaction may be considered as a
weak perturbation in the Hamiltonian, the nuclear level splitting will be given by
the well known approximation [14,33]

Em= - g # s H m + A[3m2 - j ( j + 1)] 89 cos2 ~ / - 1),

(13)

where g is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, #N is the nuclear magneton, j is the
nuclear spin, m (= j , j - 1, ..., -j) is the spin projection along the direction of the
magnetic hyperfine field H, A is the quadrupole coupling constant and ~u is the
angle between H and EFG as defined above. I f H is fluctuating around ,4, this will
result in an apparent hyperfine field:
( a ) = H0( cos 0 ) r .

(14)

A straightforward calculation [30] using eq. (12) gives an expression for ( cos 0)r:
(cos 0 ) r = ~~176176
~/2 exp(a cos2 0) sin 0 d0

- ~
1 - exp(-a)
2al/2
F(al/2) '

(15a)

where
all2

a = KV/Kn T, F(a x/2) = exp(-a) f

exp(x2) dx.

(15b)

dO

F(a 1/2) is the so-called Dawson's integral, numerical values of which are available

[34] or can be easily calculated. However, < cos O>r can be quite well expressed by
two asymptotic relations with an error always smaller than a few per cent that is
1 -

<cos0>r =

1/2a

l+~a

a>5,

(16a)

1< a < 5 .

Using these asymptotic expressions, the apparent H(V, T) is given by Williams
et al. [33] as
{ H(eo, T)(1 - K B T / 2 K V )

H(V,T)=

H(c~,T)( 89

a = K V / K n T > 5,
I<a=KV/KBT<5.

(16b)

At very high temperatures, the remaining hyperfine field, if it still exists, will be
a weak perturbation in the Hamiltonian compared to the quadrupole interaction,
and the nuclear splitting will be
E m = A[3m 2 - j ( j + 1)] - g # N H n Cos ~u .

(17)

Taking into account possible fluctuations, the apparent hyperfine field is given by
[33]
( H ) = H0( cos ~u)r.

(18)

However, in most cases, in this temperature range (above the blocking temperature) according to conventional superparamagnetic relaxation, the magnetization
vector of the particle will jump between the energy minima at 0 = 0, and r~, at such a
rate, A (1/A~<2.5 • 10-9s), that the average magnetization ( M ) and hence the
observed hyperfine field will vanish. On the other hand, below TB the relaxation of
the magnetization vector among the easy directions can be considered negligible.
The fluctuations of the magnetization vector M in directions close to an easy direction are fast compared to the time scale of M6ssbauer spectroscopy (~ 10-9 s).
Hence, the observed magnetic hyperfine field at the nucleus is considered proportional to the average magnetization ( M ) , which leads to the results at the beginning of this section.
If generally, the magnetic energy of the particles is more complicated than that
of uniaxial magnetic symmetry, it is then convenient to express [32] the magnetic
energy of the particle as a function of the direction cosines UxUyUz of the magnetization vector: E = E(uxUrUz ). Below TB, the magnetization vector M remains near
one of the easy directions (defining the z-direction) with a finite probability that it
forms a small angle with the easy direction. As shown by M~rup [32] an asymptotic
relation for the average hyperfine field at low temperatures is

(H)=Ho{1-89

+t-~U~'U2xJ
]}.

[fo~E'X-I /'o~E~-lq

(19)

This implies, as M~rup has pointed out, that this collective magnetic excitation the-

ory, as manifested by the changes of the hyperfine field with temperatures, can
yield a value o f K V (more precisely a value of K) based on the assumption of a particular form of magnetic energy, e.g. uniaxial. However, i f K obtained from this theory differs from the values of K derived independently from (superparamagnetic)
relaxation spectra or magnetic data by an amount greater than 20%, then one must
assume that the magnetic energy of the particle is more complicated than the
assumed magnetic energy with uniaxial symmetry. For example, the particle m a y
have two or more easy axes due possibly to the contribution of shape a n d / o r
exchange anisotropy.
F r o m the values of the magnetic hyperfine field at different temperatures
(fig. 9), we see that the cut-off value//max = H0 for the T = 4.2 K hypvrfine field
distribution is 500 kOe. Hence H0 = 500 kOe will be identified as H(c~, T) in
cqs. (14) and (16). Using eqs. (14), (15), and (16) to fit our normalized hyperfine
field values ( H / H o ) obtained from the theoretical fits of the spectra, we obtain a
value of 1.9 x 10 -14 erg for K V . Fig. l I shows the result of this fit, where the curve
in the figure represents eqs. (14) and (I 5) while the • points and the straight lines
represent the asymptotic relations given in cq. (16).
For a distribution of superparamagnetic particle volumes, there will exist a distribution of magnetic hypcrfine field values at the M6ssbauer nuclei, mainly due to
the existence of different environments for these nuclei, i.e. in bulk or surface
atoms in the particle and also due to collective magnetic excitations. Consequently,
it is necessary to operate at sufficiently low temperatures to make sure of having a
pure hyperfinc field distribution P ( H ) to enable us to determine the particle size
distribution. At intermediate temperatures, the spectra arc fitted with a single
doublet and a distribution of hyperfinr fields P ( H ) . These P ( H ) curves arc more
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poorly defined than those at the lowest temperatures. This arises from the fact
that the doublet and P(H) overlap and a fraction of the spectral central component
can be analyzed in terms of a hyperfine field, so, giving an artificial contribution
to P(H). Therefore, at T = 4.2 K, we are sure of obtaining such a pure P(H) which
should correspond to particle size spread with a maximum diameter not greater
than 120/~ and a minimum no less than 30/~ based on the comparison of PIC's
and ferritin's [33,16] sextet/doublet areas and the distribution of particle volumes
for ferritin [33].
Before we are able to determine the particle size distribution we must estimate
the value of the anisotropy constant K for our sample of PIC. Using the asymptotic
relations eq. (16) with a = KV/KBT = Krcd3/6KBT, K V = 1.9 x 10 -14 erg, T =
4.2 K, to fit the values of the maximum and minimum normalized hyperfine field
values (H/Ho) of the T = 4.2 K hyperfine field distribution yields K = 1.06
x 105 erg/cm 3. We note that the value of K obtained from magnetic data on PIC is
K ~ 3 x 10 s erg/cm 3 [20]. The difference ( ~ 60%) between these values of PIC's
anisotropy constant indicates that its magnetic anisotropy energy is not simply uniaxial. One should also note that Williams et al. [33], using the collective magnetic
excitations theory in conjunction with the assumption of uniaxial symmetry, has
found K = 0.7 x 105 erg/cm 3 for ferritin, while St. Pierre [35] has argued convincingly using ferritin MSssbauer spectra in applied magnetic fields, that
K>~2 x 105 erg/cm 3 for ferritin. We have found K = 2.7 x 10s erg/cm 3 for naturally occurring (mostly Fe 3+) ferritin [20] from magnetization measurements.

5.2.2. Particle size distribution
To calculate the probability P(d) of having a particle of diameter d, using the
equivalent P(H) hyperfine distribution curve, a renormalization process must be
undertaken to allow for the non-linear transformation of the coordinate axis from
H (kOe) to d (A). We accomplished this process by utilizing the following procedure used by Williams et al. [33]:
- The range of diameters expected is divided into equal steps of length s, a typical step centering on a diameter deent and with external values dexl = dcent - (s/2),
dex2 = dcent + (s/2).
- For each dex, the value of a is calculated from a = Kxd 3/6Kn T using the value
K = 1.06 x 105 erg/cm 3 estimated in the previous section.
- Using the value of a and eqs. (14) and (15) in the form
1

Hex = H0 2~i/2

1-~exp(-a)~

F(al/2 )

,]

and calculating the Dawson integral F(a 1/2) numerically, using Simpson's rule,
the field Hex (kOe) corresponding to each dex is determined, taking H0 = 500 kOe
(see previous section).
- Next, the area under the P(H) against H curve (i.e. the P(H, T = 4.2 K)

curve) is calculated for each range Hexl to Hex2 (i.e. equivalent to the step in diameters of length s, centering on dccnt). This area gives the probability P(deent) of
finding a diameter d~nt.
- Finally, P ( d ) is normalized in a way such that ~ P(d) = 100.
This process leads to numerical values of d, P(d), and ~ P(d), as well as to the
particle size distribution curve shown in fig. 12. ~ P(d) gives the proportion of particles smaller than a given d value. The distribution curve yields an average particle
diameter, d = 70 A, for our PIC absorber which is slightly larger than the value
for ferritin d ~ 62 A or that given for ferritin by Williams et al. [33], d ~ 65 A. This
is expected since the sextet components for our PIC spectra, as well as that of
Berg et al. [16], are larger than that of ferritin [33] at higher temperatures, which
indicates a larger average particle size for PIC than for the ferritin used by Williams
et al. [33].

6. I n f l u e n c e o f c o r e ( p a r t i c l e ) m o t i o n o n t h e M ~ s s b a u e r

effect

Two arguments have been proposed for the observed drop in the f-factor. We
have shown that the thickness effect is not the cause of the anomalous f-factor,
though it can accentuate it. Another source that we considered is the vibrations of
the core as a whole. It has been proposed [14,35] that the f - f a c t o r is given by the
product
f(r)

(20)

= fo(T)f,(r) ,
P(d) x 10 -2
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Fig. 12. The distribution of particle diameters (A): P(d) obtained from the hyperfine field
distribution of the M6ssbaucr spectrum of the 10 rag/era 2 PIC absorber at T = 4.2 K. See ref. [33]
for details.

where 3~ = e x p [ - ~ ( ~ >T] reflects the displacement x0 of the M6ssbauer nucleus
with respect to the lattice andfl = e x p [ - ~ ( ~ ) r ] reflects the displacement of the
core with respect to the protein shell. Hence, the msd of the M6ssbauer effect atom
is expressed as
(x2)r = ( ~ ) r + ( ~ ) r ,

(21)

wheref(T) = exp[-~(X2>r].
In general, superparamagnetic particles as a whole may vibrate. In M6ssbauer
spectroscopy of small particles, the f-factor, as measured by the resonant absorption area, is often smaller than in the corresponding bulk materials. This effect has
been observed for microcrystals of gold [36], tin [37], iron [38], and iron oxide [39].
Viegers and Trooster [36] suggested the above relation eq. (20), wheref0(T) contains information about the particle phonon spectrum, while fl (T) gives information about the binding of the particle to the medium. The validity of this approach
was demonstrated by Hayashi et al. [38], who measured the resonant absorption
areas of 100 A iron particles in various matrices. Hayashi's method, in whichf(T)
of free particles is compared with that of embedded particles, yields indirect,
although convincing, evidence of particle motion only. Niemantsverdriet [40] has
demonstrated that the presence of particle motion can be recognized from the
Mfssbauer spectra of small particles, by determining the temperature dependence
of both the recoilless fraction and the second order Doppler shift, the latter indicated by the isomer shift IS(T). Bothf(T) and IS(T) can be expressed in the Debye
model as a function of OD, the Debye temperature and T. The expressions are
[41,42]

f(T) = exp

6ER [4 (-~DI 2 ~
g--~-D +
f0

{

x

ex -- 1

dxl}
"

(22)

and
IS(T) = m(0) -

9 (KBT) ( T ~3 fOD/r X3 dx,
Jo
:--S-f

(23)

in which ER = 1.9 • 10-3 eV = E2../2Mc2 is the recoil energy of the (E v =
14.4 keV) 7-ray, M is the mass ofthe'57Fe nucleus, KB is Boltzmann's constant, and
c is the velocity of light. For thin absorbers (or absorber whose thickness effect
has been corrected), the resonant absorption area, A(T), of the M6ssbauer spectrum is proportional t o f and hence AN(T) = A(T)/A(To) =f(T)/f(To) = fN(T),
where N indicates normalization to the To data. For our PIC data To = 4.2 K.
Therefore in the high temperature range (T > OD/2), this leads to
d(lnAN)

d(lnfN)

dT

dT

~"-

6ER

KBO~)"

(24)

Therefore, thefN (T) and IS(T) obtained from Mfssbauer spectra will yield values

of 6k~ by obtaining the slope of the logarithm of the first with respect to T and by
fitting the second with eq. (23). As only cores (particles) at rest contribute to the
M6ssbauer spectrum, IS(T) refers to the correct OD, associated with lattice vibrations. When the cores (particles) are in motion,fN (T) decreases more strongly with
T than predicted by (2) and hence OD derived from the temperature dependence
of the recoilless fraction will be too small. Hence, the greater the discrepancy
between the Oa's obtained from thefN (T) and IS(T) data, the greater the core (particle) motion contribution to the M6ssbauer reaction fN(T). The f-factor (corrected spectral area) values (see fig. 6) of the 35 mg P I C / c m 2 absorber are used to
calculate lnfN(T) for T~> 150 K. Fig. 13 shows the plot of lnfN(T) versus T for
PIC. The slope of this figure and eq. (24) yield a value for the Debye temperature
equal to OD = 248 + 12 K. Fig. 14 shows the dependence of the isomer shifts:
(1- [IS(0)- IS(T)]) of PIC on temperature, where we assume IS(T = 4.2 K)
= IS(T = 0 K). The solid line represents a fit to the data using eq. (23) with a value
of OD = 270 K. However, one must note that values of OD = 250 and 290 K in
eq. (23) will produce curves passing through the lower and upper limits of the
experimental error bars of the data. Hence, we can conclude that the fit of the PIC
isomer shift data yields OD = 270 + 20 K. The close agreement between the Debye
temperatures obtained from the behavior of the M6ssbauer fraction and the isomer shift data of PIC in the high temperature range 150-295 K, indicates that core
motion is relatively weak and is not responsible for the anomaly. We also included
in fig. 6 a fit to the data (the solid curve) obtained from the Debye model
(eq. (22)) and OD = 248 K. We note that portions of the solid curve in the vicinity
of the temperature range of the anomaly lie outside of the error bars.
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Fig. 14. The isomer shift (1 - [IS(0) - IS(T)]) (ram/s) as a function of temperature for the 10 rag/
cm 2 PIC absorber (see table I). The solid line represents the fit to the data with eq. (23).

7. Conclusion

Based on our results, we believe that the f-factor anomaly in ferritin and PIC is
genuine and that neither absorber thickness effects nor motion of the core with
respect to the protein shell is the main mechanism underlying this phenomenon.
The experimental results indicate (section 5.2.1) that PIC and ferritin possess a
magnetic anisotropy energy which is not strictly uniaxial. We have proposed
[43-45] a mechanism involving magnetostriction as a theoretical basis of the anomaly, concisely: superparamagnetic relaxation brings about a dynamical displacement of the Mrssbauer nucleus through magnetostriction. These displacements
produce a Doppler broadening of the Mfssbauer spectrum. Spectral area is lost in
the background and results in a reduction of the apparent f-factor. Interestingly,
the mechanism of magnetostriction broadening requires that the magnetic anisotropy energy not be uniaxial.
The possibility of using two Debye temperatures to fit the anomalous f-factor
curve has been proposed [46]. This implies that the phonon frequency spectrum of
ferritin and PIC are multi-peaked, which might account for the anomaly in the
fN (T). However, we have found that the inflection point of the anomalous region in
the f-factor curve, for different samples, always occurs near their respective blocking temperatures. The relationship between thefN(T) and the blocking temperature can be further investigated by varying the blocking temperature for different
samples while keeping their Debye temperature(s) constant. This can be accomplished by applying a magnetic field to the samples, which would indicate whether
the inflection point of the f-factor fN (T) curve, being approximately at the blocking temperature is a coincidence or not.

Further, it would be interesting to look for this anomaly in hemosiderin, other
ferritin-like molecules [47], and more generally in other single domain magnetic
particles whose magnetic anisotropy energy is not uniaxially symmetric.
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